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Abstract

The recent transformer-based models have dominated
the Referring Video Object Segmentation (RVOS) task due
to the superior performance. Most prior works adopt
unified DETR framework to generate segmentation masks
in query-to-instance manner. In this work, we integrate
strengths of that leading RVOS models to build up an effec-
tive paradigm. We first obtain binary mask sequences from
the RVOS models. To improve the consistency and quality
of masks, we propose Two-Stage Multi-Model Fusion strat-
egy. Each stage rationally ensembles RVOS models based
on framework design as well as training strategy, and lever-
ages different video object segmentation (VOS) models to
enhance mask coherence by object propagation mechanism.
Our method achieves 75.7% J&F on Ref-Youtube-VOS
validation set and 70% J&F on test set, which ranks 1st
place on 5th Large-scale Video Object Segmentation Chal-
lenge (ICCV 2023) track 3. Code will be available.

1. Introduction
Referring Video Object Segmentation aims to segment

and track the target object referred by the given text descrip-
tion in a video. This emerging field has garnered attention
due to its potential applications in video editing and human-
robot interaction.

The critical challenge in RVOS lies in the pixel-level
alignment between different modalities and time steps, pri-
marily due to the varied nature of video content and un-
restricted language expression. Most early approaches [1,
7, 8] adopt multi-stage and complex pipelines that take the
bottom-up or top-down paradigms to segment each frame
separately, while recent works MTTR [2], Referformer [15]
propose to unify cross-modal interaction with pixel-level
understanding into transformer structure. For example,
2022 first winner [6] simply employs fine-tuned Refer-
former as backbone to generate a series of high quality
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Figure 1. The overall architecture of our method.

masks. However, these methods may lose the perception
of target objects for language descriptions expressing tem-
poral variations of objects due to the lack of video-level
multi-modal understanding. To address this issue, SOC [9],
MUTR [17] efficiently aggregate inter and intra-frame in-
formation. Meanwhile, UNINEXT [16] proposes a unified
prompt-guided formulation for universal instance percep-
tion, reuniting previously fragmented instance-level sub-
tasks into a whole and achieve good performance for the
RVOS task.

In our work, we incorporate benefits of the previous
mainstream works to provide an effective paradigm. By
utilizing the model ensemble strategy as well as semi-
supervised VOS approaches as post-process to enhance the
masks quality in each stage, we develop a Two-Stage Multi-
model Fusion strategy. Specifically, we select AOT [18]
to preliminary improve the masks quality in the first stage,
but with the increase of propagation layers and number of
RVOS models that are processed by that, it will inevitably
lead to loss of information unrelated to the object, which
may weaken the effect of the consequent model fusion.
Therefore, on the basis of the high quality mask sequences
from the first stage, we further exploit the potential of multi-
model fusion by utilizing DeAOT [19] in the second stage.

The final leaderboard shows that our method ranks 1st



place in the 5th Large-scale Video Object Segmentation
Challenge (ICCV 2023): Referring Video Object Segmen-
tation track.

2. Related Work

Semi-supervised Video Object Segmentation The ob-
jective of Semi-supervised Video Object Segmentation
(VOS) is to achieve accurate object segmentation through-
out the entire video sequence by utilizing provided one
(generally at the first frame) or more mask annotation. The
works [3, 10] focus on improving run-time efficiency and
matching feature correlation between the target and other
potential objects in the sequence to enhance the object
tracking process. In addition, FEELVOS [13] extends the
pixel-level matching mechanism by additionally doing lo-
cal matching with the previous frame. STM [11] leverages
a memory network to store past-frame predictions and ap-
ply attention mechanism to propagate the mask informa-
tion. Recently, AOT [18] introduces hierarchical propaga-
tion into VOS and employs an identification mechanism to
associate multiple targets. Furthermore, DEAOT [19] de-
couples object-agnostic and object-specific features in hier-
archical propagation. In this work, we include two methods
mentioned above as post-process.

Referring Video Object Segmentation. Referring Video
Object Segmentation (RVOS) is first proposed by Gavri-
lyuk et.al. [5], which aims to generate a series of binary
segmentation masks of the instance referred by the natu-
ral language description across a video clip. URVOS [12]
introduces a large-scale RVOS benchmark and a unified
framework that leverages attention mechanisms and mask
propagation with a semi-supervised VOS method. Simi-
lar to URVOS [12], some approaches [1, 7] process each
frame of the video clip separately through an image-level
model. Meanwhile, compared to [14, 20] rely on compli-
cated pipelines, MTTR [2] and Referformer [15] first adopt
end-to-end framework modeling the task as the a sequence
prediction problem, which greatly simplifies the pipeline.
Currently, SOC [9] and MUTR [17] achieve excellent per-
formance by efficiently aggregating intra and inter-frame
information. What’s more, UNINEXT [16] reformulates
diverse instance perception tasks into a unified object dis-
covery and retrieval paradigm. In this work, we combine
the advantages of the above methods to obtain high-quality
mask sequences.

3. Method

Given T frames of video clip I = {It}Tt=1, where It ∈
R3×H0×W0 and a referring text expression E = {ei}Li=1,
where ei denotes the i-th word in the text. RVOS task

is to generate a series of binary segmentation masks S =
{st}Tt=1, st ∈ R1×H0×W0 of the referred object.

3.1. Backbone

We adopt SOC [9], MUTR [17], Referformer [15] and
UNINEXT [16], the current prevalent RVOS models, as
our backbones to respectively generate binary segmentation
masks S = {st}Tt=1.

Sn = Fn (I, E) n ∈ {soc,mutr, ref, uninext}, (1)

where Fn indicates the corresponding backbone. We train
SOC jointly on RefCOCO and Ref-Youtube-VOS datasets,
while we directly use checkpoints with the highest perfor-
mance without training for other models.

3.2. Post-process

The video object segmentation has been proved to im-
prove the segmentation mask consistency by object prop-
agation mechanism. Specifically, [6] adopts AOT [18] as
post-process to enhance the quality of mask results gener-
ated by RVOS models, which brings a clear improvement in
accuracy. The general procedure are first selecting the key-
frame index of mask sequences probability P from RVOS
model, then using VOS model to perform forward and back-
ward propagation. It can be formulated as:

Kindex = argmax(P),

Mn =
[
G
(
{sni }0i=Kindex

)
,G

(
{snj }Tj=Kindex

)]
,

(2)

where G denotes the VOS model for post-process.
In our experiment, we find that although AOT can fa-

cilitate the temporal quality of mask results, the benefit de-
creases when conducting the Stage II fusions (which is elab-
orate on Sec. 3.3). It is hypothesized that AOT potentially
lead to loss of object-agnostic visual information in deep
propagation layer. Consequently, the advantage of ensem-
ble is degraded due to the aggregated object information
loss from different RVOS models that are post-processed
by the the same VOS model. Intuitively, we propose to use
two VOS models for post-processing in different stages to
alleviate the problem.

3.3. Two-Stage Multi-model Fusion

We find that models with different frameworks pro-
cess the object referred by the textual description in dif-
ferent perspectives. SOC unifies temporal modeling and
cross modal alignment to achieve video-level understand-
ing, which comprehends expressions containing temporal
variations well. Due to the object discovery and retrieval
paradigm, UNINEXT has strong ability of localizing and
tracking same objects referred by different textual descrip-
tions. MUTR introduces temporal transformer to facilitate
objects interaction across frames, improving consistency of
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Figure 2. Visualization results on Ref-Youtube-VOS.

masks. In order to make full use of advantages of differ-
ent frameworks, we propose two-stage multi-model fusion
strategy. Similar to [6], we fuse the masks predicted by
different referring expressions that describe the same target
from different models, which is formulated as:

ŷ =

N∑
n

Q∑
q

Mn
q ,

ŷ′i =

{
0 ŷi < thr

1 ŷi >= thr
,

(3)

where Q denotes the number of different textual descrip-
tions referred to the same object and N indicates the mod-
els. i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,HW} where H , W are the width and
height of the mask respectively.

Stage I Referformer treats the task as sequence predic-
tion problem and perform cross modal interaction in each
frame. Its simple framework could serve as a baseline to
segment the referred object but easily fails to capture the
temporal variation of object across frames. We believe that
SOC and MUTR can explicitly increase the inter-frame in-
teraction, which is a reasonable compensation for Refer-
former. Therefore, in the first stage, we fuse three models
and use AOT as post-process to enhance the mask quality.
For clarity, the fused model is denoted as SMR.

Stage II UNINEXT is jointly trained with prevalent
datasets of 10 instance perception tasks. It is capable of
perceiving diverse objects referred by different descriptions,
thanks to static object queries which absorb rich informa-
tion from data in different domain. Although it achieve

Model J & F ↑
SOC 67.5

+AOT 69.5 (+2.0)
+Multi-model Fusion (Stage I) & AOT 72.4 (+2.9)

+Multi-model Fusion (Stage II) & DeAOT 75.7 (+3.3)

Table 1. Ablation study of each module on our model’s perfor-
mance on validation set.

high performance with VIT-Huge backbone [4] by feed-
ing large scale of data, the lack of global view of object
may cause the inconsistency when generating masks across
frames. Therefore, we solve this problem by two-fold. (1)
Employ DeAOT to propagate the object information from
the key frame to another. (2) Ensemble with the SMR fused
model to integrate information from inter-frame interaction.

4. Experiment

4.1. Dataset and Metrics

Datasets. We evaluate our model on Ref-Youtube-VOS
dataset of 2023 Referring Youtube-VOS challenge. It con-
tains 3,978 high-resolution YouTube videos with about 15K
language expressions. These video are divided into 3,471
training videos, 202 validation videos and 305 test videos.

Metrics. we adopt standard evaluation metrics: region
similarity (J ), contour accuracy (F) and their average value
(J&F) on Ref-Youtube-VOS.



4.2. Training Detail

We train SOC with pretrained Video Swin Transformer
and RoBERTa as the encoder for 30 epochs. The model
is optimized by Adam optimizer with the initial learning
rate of 1e-4. During training, we apply RandomResize
and Horizontal Flip for data augmentation. Specifically, all
frames are downsampled to 360×640. In post-process, we
follow [6] retrain DeAOT network with Swin-L backbone
using default parameters in [19].

4.3. Main Results

Our method achieves 70% J&F on test set which out-
performs the next team by 4% J&F and rank 1st place in
Large-scale Video Object Segmentation Challenge (ICCV
2023): Referring Video Object Segmentation track.

4.4. Ablation Study

To validate the effectiveness of each module, we con-
duct simple ablation studies. As we mention above that
we use SOC [9], MUTR [17], Referformer [15] and
UNINEXT [16] as RVOS models to generate mask results
for post-processing and fusion. It is noted that SOC is the
main model that are included in two stages, and for simplic-
ity, we set it as the baseline. As shown in Tab. 1, the pre-
liminary model fusion and post-process with AOT in stage
I, brings an improvement of 2.9% J&F . While the fused
model achieve 75.7% J&F with the second stage model
ensemble, demonstrating the rationality and significance of
our proposed two-stage multi models fusion.

4.5. Qualitative Results

Fig. 2 shows the prediction of our method for complex
scenarios segmentation, i.e., similar appearance, occlusion
and large variations. It can be seen that our method pre-
cisely segments the referred object.
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